The present work analyzes the various conditions in which there can be a bouncing universe solution in f (R) gravity. In the article an interesting method, to analyze the bouncing FRW solutions in a spatially flat universe using f (R) gravity models using an effective Einstein frame description of the process, is presented. The analysis shows that a cosmological bounce in the f (R) theory need not be described by an equivalent bounce in the Einstein frame description of the process where actually there may be no bounce at all. Nevertheless the Einstein frame description of the bouncing phenomena turns out to be immensely important as the dynamics of the bounce becomes amenable to logic based on general relativistic intuition. The theory of scalar cosmological perturbations in the bouncing universe models in f (R) theories has also been worked out in the Einstein frame.
Introduction
If the BICEP2 [1] results are confirmed by future observational projects, as the Planck collaboration, then the scientific community can be fairly certain that some form of inflationary dynamics must be responsible for the growth of the very early universe. Inflation as a theory [2, 3] solves various problems in cosmology, as the horizon problem, the entropy problem, the flatness problem and others. But standard inflationary theories have some inherent problems in them as the transPlanckian problem [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . If inflation indeed happened in the very early phase of the universe then the earliest modes (which are entering our horizon now) which became superhorizon had wavelengths which are smaller than the Planck length at the beginning of inflation. If this happens it produces severe problem in the inflationary paradigm because then the calculations concerning the cosmological perturbations due to these modes, based on known laws of physics, breaks down. There are various propositions which tries to address these issues. Some authors have tried to modify the dispersion relation of the earliest modes [7] while others have proposed cosmological bounces in the general relativistic framework [9, 10] and some variations of it [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Except these ideas there are proposals to bypass Einstein gravity and work with f (R) gravity induced bouncing universe scenarios where the initial singularity in the big-bang model never arises [19] [20] [21] . Some interesting work regarding the stability of f (R) theories was done in Ref. [22] . The f (R) theory paradigm has also been used to provide a unified platform for inflation and late time acceleration of the universe [23] . Except the physics of the early universe f (R) theories of gravity have been used in various other cosmological sectors as well, as in the problem of late time cosmic acceleration [24] [25] [26] [27] , the dark matter problem [28] and many others 1 . In the present article we will be dealing with higher derivative f (R) theories of gravity and try to analyze the dynamics of the bouncing cosmologies for spatially flat FRW spacetimes. We assume that in the very early phase of the universe, when the Ricci scalar may have attained a very high value (compared to some relevant preassigned scale), the dynamics of the universe was guided by an effective f (R) theory of gravity which assisted a cosmological bounce. This naturally leads to a form of second order f (R) which was used by Starobinsky [34] to address the issue of inflation. In essence f (R) theory enters our cosmological model in the same way as in Starobinsky's model of inflation but unlike Starobinsky's model where the modified gravity theory produces inflation in a universe devoid of matter, in our case the modified theory of gravity will ensure a non singular cosmological bounce in presence or absence of hydrodynamic matter. As in f (R) theories of gravity the equations of motion of the metric involves higher order partial derivatives of the metric (compared to the second order theories in GR) we will often call f (R) theories of gravity as higher derivative (HD) theories of gravity. In these HD theories of gravity the study of cosmological bounces become difficult because of the HD terms of the metric and consequently most of the times an analytic solution remains illusive. To tackle this problem we have proposed an alternative way of looking at these bouncing solutions in HD theories of gravity. Our method relies on the description of the bouncing phenomenon in a conformally related Einstein frame. Although the relations connecting the conformal frame, where an HD theory of gravity lives, and that of a conformally related Einstein frame were well studied for the case of Starobinsky inflation [34] , the present analysis of the bouncing phenomena in the two frames requires a complete new way of interpreting the physics of cosmological evolution. This is because unlike the case of Starobinsky inflation here the conformally related frames will not portray the same bouncing phenomenon when the spatial curvature of the FRW spacetime vanishes. In this particular case if one assumes that there is a cosmological bounce in the HD theory then in the Einstein frame description of the events there is no equivalent bounce. As a consequence of this, one has to specify from the first which is the physical conformal frame and which is an auxiliary conformal frame used mainly to solve the problem.
The Einstein frame description of cosmological bounces, in presence of matter, requires a scalar field whose potential may not be bounded from below and a hydrodynamic fluid whose energy density and pressure is modulated by the scalar field strength. But these facts do not deter one from describing the bouncing phenomenon in the Einstein frame as because in the time period where the HD theory is supposed to be active the scalar field cannot roll down to its negative infinite potential depth. In our analysis of the bouncing phenomena in HD theories we will assume that the hydrodynamic matter (if present) will satisfy the weak energy conditions (WEC) at all times 2 . If WEC is violated then many of our predictions require to be modified. But fortunately it can be shown that in the HD theory of gravity one can have perfectly non-singular cosmological bounces for the FRW solutions with flat spatial hypersurfaces where the hydrodynamic matter always satisfies WEC. In the Einstein frame the energy conditions become intricate as there are two components of matter: one hydrodynamic and the other comprising of a scalar field whose potential is unbounded from below. It has been shown in the article that the analysis of the bouncing phenomenon in the Einstein frame gives us many insights about the behavior of the cosmological evolution in the physical frame. Whether we will have a symmetrical bounce or an asymmetrical bounce in the HD theory can be predicted from the values of the scalar field and its first derivative with respect to the time variable in the Einstein frame at the time of bounce. Ultimately one has to use numerical methods to calculate the time evolution of the system but the numerical codes can be better handled in the Einstein frame. The article ends with an analysis of cosmological perturbations in the bouncing universe. The calculations are done in the Einstein frame. Once the evolution of the perturbations are known in the Einstein frame one can map the solutions back to the conformal frame where the HD theory lives.
The material in the article is presented in the following way. The next section describes the very general framework of HD theories of f (R) gravity and the bouncing conditions for spatially flat FRW spacetimes. In section 3 we present the topic of relativity of conformally connected frames which deals with the description of the cosmological bounce phenomenon as observed, in the conformal frame where the HD theory lives and in the related Einstein frame. Section 4 describes the bouncing phenomenon in the HD theory where we present the numerical results of actual calculations regarding cosmological bounce in FRW spacetimes with flat spatial sections in presence of radiation. The next section 5 gives a detailed description of the methods employed to solve the dynamical equations in the Einstein frame. Section 6 addresses the issue of scalar cosmological perturbations in the bouncing universe models as observed from the Einstein frame. The article ends with a discussion and summary of the results presented in it.
The cosmological model
In this article we will mainly focus on bouncing cosmologies in the spatially flat FRW universe. In GR one cannot have a cosmological bounce in the flat FRW universe when matter obeys standard energy conditions [35] . On the other hand in higher derivative gravity one can have bouncing cosmologies in flat FRW case, as reported in Refs. [19, 20] . In this article we will focus on the forms of f (R) as given by
where α is a real number and n is an integer greater than one. In Starobinsky's model of inflation n = 2 and α > 0. The major portion of this article will be dealing with the case where n = 2 but unlike Starobinsky's model one requires α < 0 for a cosmological bounce. This form of f (R) will modify the early stages of evolution of the universe and can only produce a cosmological bounce in presence of matter. The correction term in f (R) which is αR n may have originated from quantum corrections [36] to the standard GR action, in the early universe. Before going into the formalism of the HD theory of gravity predicted by the quadratic form of f (R) the reader must be reminded that the quadratic theory of gravity with a negative α is by itself not stable as one cannot ensure f (R) > 0 throughout the cosmic evolution. This problem can be avoided in certain cases, where the instability can be avoided by suitably choosing the parameter α, or by generalizing the form of f (R) in such a way that the instabilities are taken care of. As this topic requires a detailed discussion we present it in a later subsection 2.3, after presenting the basic formalism of HD theories. Following the notation of Ref. [30] , the fundamental equation of f (R) theory which corresponds to the Einstein's equation in GR, is
where the prime denotes a derivative with respect to the Ricci scalar R, T µν is the energy momentum tensor of the fluid which permeates the spacetime, ∇ µ is the covariant derivative and ≡ ∇ µ ∇ µ . Using the FRW line element
and the energy momentum tensor of a perfect fluid
one can write the various components of Eq. (2) in the form
where H is the conventional Hubble parameter defined as H ≡ȧ/a and k stands for the constant specifying the curvature of the 3-dimensional spatial hypersurface. The dot specifies a derivative with respect to cosmological time t and ρ eff and P eff are defined as:
which are like effective energy-density and pressure due to the curvature effects in contrast to the conventional ρ and P in Eq. (4) which are the energy-density and pressure of the fluid present in the FRW spacetime. In this article we assume the fluid to be barotropic so that its equation of state is
where ω is zero for dust and one-third for radiation. It must be noted that u µ in Eq. (4) is the four-velocity of a fluid element and u µ u µ = −1 .
General bouncing conditions
In this section we will primarily focus on the bouncing conditions in the early universe keeping an eye on the energy conditions which are followed by the matter sector. Some important results regarding the bouncing conditions in FRW cosmologies were reported in Ref. [21] where the authors very briefly inferred about the possibility of cosmological bounces in flat FRW cosmologies. In this article we will solely focus on cosmological bounces in flat FRW models and discuss various interesting phenomena related to these bounces. Writing the time coordinate during the bounce as t = t b and the Hubble parameter at bounce as H b = H(t b ), the conditions for cosmological bounce are
Henceforth the subscript b on any variable (which varies with time) will specify its value at the time of bounce. In this convention one can write the vanishing condition of the Hubble parameter during the bounce as
The positivity of the time derivative of H during bounce becomes
which can also be written as
If one assumes the hydrodynamic matter in the cosmological background satisfies the standard weak energy condition as applied in GR:
then Eq. (12) impliesṘ
Using the form of f (R) as given in Eq. (1), the above equations predict that during a bounce the following conditions must be fulfilled:
for the spatially flat case, k = 0. When spatial curvature is zero, R b = 6Ḣ b , and in such a case one can have a bouncing universe in the quadratic gravity model, as specified in Eq. For the sake of completeness we also briefly state that there can be cosmological models in f (R) theory where the presence of matter is not absolutely important for the bouncing phenomenon. If one takes
where β and γ are real numbers it can be shown that this form of f (R) is capable of producing cosmological bounce without matter. In particular for the flat FRW spacetime in absence of any matter the bouncing condition becomes
predicting that
As R b is positive definite for matter-less bounce in the flat FRW universe, one has to assume that γ and β must have different signs. In the present case if one demands that f (R) > 0, such that the effective gravitational constant remains positive as discussed in Ref. [37] , the coefficients β and γ must satisfy the following inequality
From Eq. (18) it was seen that β and γ should have opposite sign whereas from the above equation it can be uniquely said that for a bouncing solution γ > 0 and β < 0. With the form of f (R) as given in Eq. (16) one can easily verify that the third order gravitational action arising from it can also support a cosmological bounce in flat FRW universe in the presence of matter. The above discussion on the possibility of bounces, in various f (R) theories, was based on fact that the Hubble parameter must vanish at t = t b as stated in Eq. (11). We did not discuss about the second condition, the positivity of the rate of change of the Hubble parameter at t = t b , as given in Eq. (14) . The main reason for doing so is that these two conditions are independent. For a spatially flat universe, the first condition of bounce in Eq. (11) We have seen that some form of f (R) can only produce a cosmological bounce in presence of matter and some other form of f (R) is capable of producing a cosmological bounce in absence of matter. A natural question arises at this point, whether there can be any quantitative reasoning based on which one can differentiate these two forms of f (R). We partially answer this in the next section where we present a brief analysis about the form of f (R) which can give rise to a cosmological bounce, in absence of matter, in a flat FRW universe. The answer is partial because the form of f (R) which can produce cosmological bounce in absence of matter may also be capable of producing a cosmological bounce in the presence of matter.
Conditions for matter-less cosmological bounce in the flat FRW universe
In the most general case one can state the following facts about a bouncing universe. Given an f (R) such that (Rf − f ) has at least a positive root, then there always exists a matter-less bounce in the spatially flat FRW metric. Further, if lim R→0 f (R) = 0, then the above condition implies that f (R) cannot be identically zero for a matter-less bounce. The proof of the above statements follow. In a matter-less universe for k = 0, if the Hubble parameter vanishes at any particular value of the Ricci scalar then one must have
More over in our case for k = 0, the value of the Ricci scalar when the Hubble parameter vanishes is given by R = 6Ḣ .
If for a particular f (R) the function Rf − f has at least one positive root R = R b then it implies H = 0 at R = R b . More over from the above equation one can see thatḢ remains positive when R = R b . The last two conditions, on the Hubble parameter and its time derivative, specifies that there is a cosmological bounce at R = R b . If one also assumes that lim R→0 f (R) = 0 (eliminating any f (R) with a cosmological constant like term in it) then one can write
where g(R) is nonsingular at R = 0 and R = R b . Differentiating the last equation one gets
Differentiating again, and using the above equation, one gets
Now we make the proposition that a necessary condition for matter-less bounce is that R 2 f is not identically zero for the particular f (R). To prove this, we assume the contrary, i.e. R 2 f is identically zero for the particular form of f (R).
In the present case then the function g(R) must be the solution of the differential equation
This equation has an exact solution of the form
where C 1 and C 2 are arbitrary integration constants. The solution diverges at R = R b for all arbitrary constant values of C 1 and C 2 . This implies that in the most general case g(R) is singular at R = R b , defying our assumption that g(R)
is non singular at R b . Consequently the assumption that R 2 f is identically zero cannot be true. The last statement also implies that f cannot be identically zero in an interval of R which contains the bouncing phase.
Before ending this section we must remind the reader that the possibility of a matter-less bounce in the flat FRW universe, in metric f (R) gravity, does not exclude the possibility of a cosmological bounce in presence of matter satisfying the energy conditions as given in Eq. (13) . On the other hand there can be situations where one cannot have a cosmological bounce in HD gravity in the absence of matter as discussed in the case of quadratic gravity.
Stability analysis in quadratic gravity with negative
The form of f (R) in Eq. (1) for α < 0 suggests that f (R) may not be positive for all values of R. Particularly, if n = 2 then f (R) = 1 + 2αR which implies that for R > Λ = 1/(2|α|), f (R) < 0 making the theory unstable as the effective gravitational constant becomes negative. During the bouncing period the value of R remains below the instability scale, Λ, as can be verified from the plot of the logarithm of f (R) (which is proportional to the scalar field ϕ 0 in the Einstein frame, introduced in a later section), in Fig. (7) . The instability in the theory can show up near the end stages of the bouncing period where R can reach the instability scale. This issue can be addressed in broadly two different ways.
1. One may choose the value of α in a particular way so that the instability scale Λ remains less than the value of the Ricci scalar at the present epoch of cosmic expansion. In such a case f (R) > 0 throughout the cosmic evolution if the initial value of the Ricci scalar during the contracting phase is less than Λ. This method of evading the instability may be practical but not consistent as the instability may show up in the future unless the theory of gravity itself changes.
2. If Λ has a high value then the form of quadratic f (R) can certainly become unstable much earlier in our cosmic history. In this case if one wants to study the cosmological bounce in the quadratic theory then one has to stabilize the theory. To make the theory stable one can enlarge the form of f (R), by adding suitable terms to it, in such a way that the new terms in f (R) makes the theory stable and at the same time does not change the nature of the cosmological bounce as predicted from the simple form of quadratic gravity as given in Eq. (1). Consequently one may work with the quadratic form of f (R) to investigate the time period near the cosmological bounce. To execute the above plan one may generalize the form of f (R) as:
where G(R) is a function of R which is negligible during the bouncing period. A probable form of G(R) can be
where ξ n s are constants, R c is another constant whose dimension is that of the Ricci scalar and n( = 0) is an integer which can take both positive and negative values.
There can be a multiple number of ways in which one can choose a G(R).
In this article we give a simple form of G(R) which can reasonably stabilize the quadratic HD theory. If one sets n = 3, R c = 0 and ξ 3 > 0 and all other ξ n = 0 for n = 3, then f (R) becomes a cubic polynomial of R and in such a case if 3ξ 3 > α 2 one can assure that f (R) > 0 for all values of R, as shown in Eq. (19) . By choosing suitable values of |α| one can easily satisfy the condition
if R remains lower than Λ. When R → Λ the cubic term starts to contribute in the expression of f (R) and in this limit the energy-density of the hydrodynamic matter, which supports the cosmological bounce tends to vanish due to cosmic expansion. In general near the bounce the above form of G(R) is two orders of magnitude less than the pure quadratic term in the enlarged expression of f (R) if α ∼ 10 11−12 M −2 P and R < Λ. Here
19 GeV is the Planck mass. Consequently, in this case the cubic term can be neglected during the brief bouncing phase and one may treat the cosmological bounce problem in the quadratic gravity paradigm.
The above discussion on the stabilization of the theory of gravity near the bouncing point shows that the HD quadratic gravity theory is more like an effective theory of gravity. Near the bouncing point only the terms up to quadratic order in the Ricci scalar contributes in the gravitational action whereas away from the bounce other terms in the action (of the general theory of gravity) becomes active. As the effect of the function G(R) can be neglected during cosmological bounce predicted from the quadratic f (R) in presence of matter we will henceforth not discuss the effects of G(R) in the bouncing phenomenon. In this article we do not claim to give a full cosmological evolution of the early universe to the present universe. The main aim of this article is to describe the bouncing phase using a quadratic gravity theory where one may require the G(R) function to avoid the intrinsic instability related to the quadratic HD theory.
In Fig. 1 we present a specimen plot of f (R) with respect to time, during the radiation induced bounce in the quadratic gravity model (disregarding the effects of G(R)) and show that f (R) remains positive during the bouncing regime. If G(R) is included then the nature of the curve will change during the end phases of the bouncing period. The particulars of the model which produces the features of the plot will be explained in section 3 where we discuss the detailed analysis of the bouncing mechanism.
Relativity of conformally connected frames
In this section we will present a detailed analysis of the bounce mechanism in HD gravity. As HD gravity theories in the presence of matter is a difficult theory to solve analytically we will take recourse to a method which relies on relativity of conformally connected frames. The HD theory is defined in a frame which is often called the matter frame [24] or the Jordan frame. As one can always cast a metric f (R) theory of gravity in the Jordan frame, where the theory of gravity looks like a Brans-Dicke theory with the Brans-Dicke parameter ω 0 = 0 [30] without doing any conformal transformation, we will mostly call the conformal frame of the HD theory to be the Jordan frame.
Once the HD gravity theory is set in the matter or Jordan frame one can make a conformal transformation from the Jordan frame to the Einstein frame where the corresponding theory will be described by the Einstein's equation in GR and the dynamics of a scalar field which is minimally coupled to gravity and non-minimally coupled to matter. It is a general belief that the description of gravitational physics in the Jordan frame is equivalent to that in the Einstein frame. In a previous work in Ref. [38] the authors, who have studied the nature of gravitational waves in both conformal frames, have shown that this belief need not be always true. In Ref. [39] the authors specifically mentioned that the cosmological evolution in Jordan frame and the Einstein frame can be different in f (R) theories. In this article we will observe a clear case where the description of cosmology in these two conformal frames are different. If there is a cosmological bounce in the flat FRW universe in the Jordan frame there cannot be any analogous bounce in the Einstein frame.
As the two conformal frames in our case do not predict equivalent bouncing cosmologies, we have to choose the frame which is physical, as discussed in [39] . In our specific case as the HD theory is initially presented in the Jordan frame we will take the Jordan frame to be the physical frame. The Einstein frame serves as an auxiliary frame in which the calculations are done for simplicity. This distinction between the physical frame and the auxiliary frame was previously discussed in the section regarding conformal transformations in Ref. [31] . The conformal transformations from the matter frame to the Einstein frame have been studied earlier [31, 33, 37, 40] .
Einstein frame description of higher-derivative gravity
Starting from the dynamical equation of motion of the gravitational field in the higher-derivative f (R) theory as given in Eq. (2) one can apply a conformal transformation asg
where
and obtain an effective equation of gravitational dynamics in the Einstein frame asR
The energy-momentum tensor is given as
whereT µ ν is the energy-momentum tensor of a real scalar field ϕ 0 defined as
Here the subscript 0 in ϕ 0 specifies that the scalar field controls the background cosmological evolution in the Einstein frame. Later we will deal with perturbations on this background, δϕ, to study the evolution of the cosmological perturbations in a bouncing universe. For the particular model of quadratic f (R) one can always satisfy the condition F > 0 near the bounce point and so the above definition of the scalar field will pose no problem. The potential of the scalar field in the Einstein frame is given by
The ϕ 0 dependence of V is obtained by expressing R as a function of ϕ 0 using Eq. (32) and the definition of F (R). For an example, if one assumes n = 2 in Eq. (1), then the expression of V (ϕ 0 ) is of the following form:
whose plot is shown in Fig. 2 . The second term inS µ ν isT µ ν and it is related to the actual energy-momentum tensor of the fluid as given in Eq. (4) viã Using the transformed metricg αβ to lower the contravariant index inT µ ν one can rewrite the above equation in the following form
where the new energy-density, pressure and the 4-velocity of the hydrodynamic fluid element areρ
The new 4-vectorsũ µ are defined in such a way thatg
It is interesting to note that if the equation of state of the fluid in the higher-derivative description was P = ωρ then in the Einstein frame the equation of state of the fluid remains the same.
One can now interpret Eq. (30) as the equivalent FRW description, in GR, of the HD gravitational theory where the new line element written in terms of the conformally transformed metricg µν looks like
The above equations provide us the redefined time in the Einstein frame corresponding to the time variable appearing in the original FRW metric in Eq. (3) in the higher-derivative theory, as
where the lower integration limit is set at the bouncing time in the Jordan frame.
The relation between t andt shows that whatever be the value of t b , the time corresponding to it in the Einstein frame,t = 0. The HD effects can be important in the early universe when the P . The relationship of quadratic gravity, giving rise to a matter induced cosmological bounce, and a more general cubic form of f (R) containing more ingredients in it was discussed in subsection 2.3. The chosen value of α in our case is such that one may use the quadratic form of HD gravity theory near the bounce.
The relation between the Hubble parameter, H, appearing in the higherderivative gravity theory and the effective Einstein frame Hubble parameterH, defined asã /ã, is
where the prime now stands for d/dt 5 . The Einstein frame Hubble parameter satisfies the following Friedman equatioñ
5 At this point we must alert the reader that we will use a superscript prime to symbolize three different quantities in this article. In subsection 2.1 the prime stood for a derivative with respect to the Ricci scalar. In this section the prime stands for a derivative with respect to the time variable in the Einstein frame. In the section 6 the prime will stand for a derivative with respect to the conformal time.
and the expression forρ is given in Eq. (37) . The other relevant equation for our case isH
where ω appears in the equation of state of the fluid whose energy-momentum tensor is given in Eq. (36) . Taking the trace of Einstein equation one gets the time evolution equation for the scalar field ϕ 0 as:
The above equation shows that time development of the scalar field depends upon the presence of the fluid energy-density. There is a coupling of matter and the scalar field in the Einstein frame. Only in the case of radiation does the right hand side of the above equation becomes zero and the scalar field can evolve in the conventional way. A radiation bath does not affect the scalar field dynamics due to conformal symmetry. The evolution of the energy density in the Einstein frame follows:ρ
The set set of equations, Eq. (41), Eq. (43), Eq. (44) and Eq. (45), are the main equations which dictate the behavior of the system in the Einstein frame.
From the dynamical equations of the cosmological model presented in the Einstein frame it may seem that one must require the values of a plethora of variables at the bounce time to run the system analytically or numerically. But a closer inspection reveals that in the case of the spatially flat FRW spacetime the values of just two quantities, at the bouncing time, are enough to specify the past and future of the universe around the bouncing point. In this article we will take these two quantities to be ϕ 0 and ϕ 0 att = 0.
Next we state an interesting relationship of the bounce in the Jordan frame and its analogous behavior in the Einstein frame.
On the absence of bounce in the Einstein frame
A cosmological bounce in the flat FRW space in metric f (R) gravity theory in the Jordan frame will never have an analogous cosmological bounce in the conformally related Einstein frame if matter satisfies the condition ρ + P ≥ 0. The statement holds even in the absence of matter. The proof of the above statements follows. If there is a cosmological bounce in the Jordan frame for some particular form of f (R) in the flat FRW universe then at the time of bounce t = t b one must have H b = 0 corresponding to which one getsH(0) = κ/6 ϕ 0 (0) from Eq. (40) 
The above proof is valid only for the cases which involve cosmological bounces in the flat FRW universe. If one takes the spatial curvature of the FRW universe to be non-zero one may have bounces in both the frames only when the spatial curvature is positive, k = 1. A set of sufficient conditions predicting simultaneous bounces in both the frames are presented in the following discussion. If the bouncing conditions in the Einstein frame are satisfied then there will always be a simultaneous bounce in the Jordan frame when 
The above equation shows that one of the prerequisites for a bouncing solution in the Einstein frame is k > 0 such thatH (0) can be positive. Differentiating Eq. (40) with respect to the cosmological time, t, we get that at t =t = 0,
which implies that a sufficient condition for a simultaneous cosmological bounce in both frames, such that bothḢ andH remain positive at t =t = 0, is ϕ 0 (0) < 0.
Analysis of the bounces in the Jordan frame
In this section we discuss the cosmological bouncing phenomena in detail using the specific the quadratic gravity f (R) model and verify the claims made so far. To study the bouncing patterns in the flat FRW cosmologies we employ numerical techniques as analytic techniques do not yield simple results for most of the cases in HD theories of gravity. Although, the numerical solutions of the bouncing equations could be done in the Jordan frame itself but we chose to solve the dynamics of the system in the Einstein frame for two important reasons. The first reason is to show specifically the different descriptions, of the same cosmological event, in the two conformally connected frames. This is what we call the relativity of conformally connected frames. The second reason is related to the physical understanding of the bouncing phenomenon in the Jordan frame. Purely a numerical study in the Jordan frame will not answer the typical questions regarding the qualitative nature of the asymmetric bounces.
On the other hand it will be seen that the scalar field potential in the Einstein frame and the conditions of cosmological bounce, as translated in the Einstein frame, themselves qualitatively convey the physical nature of the bounces in the conformally connected Jordan frame. Although we use the Einstein frame to solve our problem, it must be said that the Einstein frame description of the bouncing phenomenon always involves a scalar potential which is unbounded from below. It does not produce a difficult situation in our case because we will see that most of the dynamics of the bouncing system can be effectively described by the behavior of the scalar field near the top of the potential. The HD description of the cosmological bounce does not remain effective once the scalar field has slightly rolled down in the unstable direction.
In the rest of this section we discuss the properties of cosmological bounce in the presence of matter where f (R) = R + αR 2 . Henceforth we will always use α = −10 12 M −2 P , for explicit numerical calculations. The reason for choosing this numerical value of α was discussed in the last section. The most probable fluid, which could have been present, during the cosmological bounce can be the perfect radiation fluid. The radiation energy density starts to build up during the contracting phase and peaks during the bounce, after which it starts to get diluted and practically vanishes at the end phase of expansion. In the following analysis we have assumed that bounce occurs in the Jordan frame at t = 0, which corresponds tot = 0 in the Einstein frame. In Planck units (where M P will be set as one), which we will use henceforth, if one chooses |α| ∼ 10 12 then the time period during which the HD gravity effects become important is given by −10 6 ≤ t ≤ 10 6 7 . More over as we recreated the bounce in the Jordan frame from its behavior in the Einstein frame, the relevant conditions of bounce, as the energy density and other variables during bounce, are specified in the Einstein frame. In the Einstein frame one requires only the values of two variables, ϕ 0 and ϕ 0 , at the bouncing point to predict the cosmological dynamics around the bounce. Translated into the Jordan frame the values of those two variables give us the Ricci scalar R and its time derivativeṘ as
at the bouncing point. In the Jordan frame these two values specify the cosmological state at the bouncing time. The plot in, Fig. 3 , shows the variation of the scale factor during the cosmological bounce whereas Fig. 4 shows the variation of the radiation energy density during the bounce. From these figures it is apparent that the cosmological bounce in this case is slightly asymmetric. The cause of this asymmetry is related to the values of ϕ 0 and ϕ 0 att = 0 in the Einstein frame and will be explained in the next section. Fig. 5 shows, the variation of the square of the Hubble parameter and the time derivative of the Hubble parameter, with respect to time in the Jordan frame during the bouncing period. During the bouncing period it is seen that the time derivative of the Hubble parameter is practically a constant. During the start of the contracting phase of the universeḢ < H 2 and again during the end of the expansion phase after bounceḢ < H 2 , indicating that the initiation of the radiation dominated bouncing phase may be approximated by a deflationary period and the end of the bouncing phase may be approximated by an inflationary regime.
The corresponding analysis in the Einstein frame
In this section we specify the method by which we obtained the bouncing solutions. The problem was to solve the system in the Einstein frame and then using the methods in section 3, convert the solutions to the Jordan frame. It was stated before that for the flat universe, one cannot have cosmological bounces in both the Jordan and Einstein frames. This statement can be observed by the behavior of the scale factors in the corresponding figures in the Jordan frame and the Einstein frame. The figures, Fig. 3 and Fig. 6 show the differences for the case of quadratic gravity models where bounce occurs in presence of a radiation fluid, in the Jordan frame. In this section we specify the Einstein frame description of the events which correspond to the cosmological bounces in the Jordan frame. In this section we mainly describe the Einstein frame behavior of quadratic gravity, where f (R) = R + αR 2 . From Fig. 6 it is clear that there is no bounce in the Einstein frame. In the Einstein frame the universe looks like an expanding phase initially. The expansion gives way to a slow contraction during the end of the stipulated time period in which the HD theory is effective. From the plot of the potential of the scalar field ϕ 0 given in Fig. 2 one can have an idea of the behavior of this case in the Einstein frame. For positive values of ϕ 0 , the Ricci scalar in the Jordan frame turns out to be negative (for a negative α) ruling out any possibility of a bounce. The plot of the scalar field potential, Fig. 2 , shows that the scalar field must remain sub-Planckian, |ϕ 0 | < M P , through out the bouncing period. The scalar field potential for negative values of ϕ 0 is not bounded from below. For a cosmological bounce, in the Jordan frame, the scalar field in the Einstein frame must have some negative value att = 0 to start with. If ϕ 0 > 0 att = 0 then ϕ 0 increases in time and tries to reach the top of the potential. In this case the 51), and the shape of the potential of the scalar field produces the asymmetric growth of ϕ 0 in time and this asymmetry is qualitatively reflected in the asymmetric bouncing nature of the scale factor in the Jordan frame. If one wants a perfectly symmetrical bounce in the Jordan frame then one has to implement the condition ϕ 0 = 0 att = 0 which makes the scalar field's turning point at preciselyt = 0. One may also give a negative value to ϕ 0 att = 0 resulting in an asymmetric bounce where the evolution of the scale factor, in the Jordan frame, slows down in the contracting phase of the universe unlike the one shown in Fig. 3 , where ϕ 0 > 0 att = 0. For the plots presented in this article, showing radiation dominated bounce in the Jordan frame, we have chosen that att = 0
The smallness of ϕ 0 and the position of ϕ 0 in the scalar field potential dictates the time scale of the bouncing phenomenon. These two are the only independent quantities, specifying whose values at the time of bounce, dictates the dynamics of the cosmological system uniquely. The effective ambient hydrodynamic matter in the Einstein frame is modelled by a fluid whose ω = 1/3, like conventional radiation, but the energy density and pressure of this fluid depends upon the scalar field strength. This coupling of the scalar field to the original hydrodynamic fluid is referred as a non-minimal coupling of the scalar field to matter. The state of hydrodynamic matter att = 0 is obtained from the bouncing condition in the Jordan frame H(t = 0) = 0, which impliesH
att = 0 in the Einstein frame, and Eq. (41). The aforementioned two conditions specifiesρ
att = 0, giving the energy content in the non-minimally coupled sector. Finally, the plot of the Hubble parameter and its time derivative in the Einstein frame is shown in Fig. 9 .
Scalar metric perturbations in the Einstein frame
The background bouncing FRW solutions, in the Jordan frame, can have cosmological perturbations and these perturbations evolve in spacetime. Cosmological perturbations in f (R) gravity has been studied in various forms in the Jordan frame and the Einstein frame while dealing with inflationary cosmology or structure formation [31, [41] [42] [43] [44] . In this section we will present the Einstein frame description of the perturbations produced during a cosmological bounce in the Jordan frame where the dynamics of the perturbations is guided by a HD theory of gravity. As like the background bouncing solution these perturbation can also be analyzed in the Einstein frame. Once the solution of the metric perturbations, corresponding to the bouncing solutions in the Jordan frame, are solved in the Einstein frame one may transform the results back to the Jordan frame. Focussing only on the scalar perturbations one can write the perturbed line element as,
where φ, ψ, B, E characterize the scalar perturbations and commas followed by i and j appearing after the functions B and E refer to partial differentiation of the functions with respect to x i or x j . One can construct the gauge invariant
Bardeen potentials by suitable combinations of the scalar functions as
It has to be emphasized at this point that the primes over the quantities in this section will mean a derivative with respect to the conformal time. The conformal time remains the same both in the Jordan and the Einstein frames. In terms of gauge invariant Bardeen potentials, the perturbed metric in the Jordan frame is given as
where Φ = Ψ in HD theories of gravity. The perturbed metric in the Einstein frame can also be written as
As the energy momentum tensor,S µ ν , as given in Eq. (31) in the Einstein frame is diagonal one hasΦ =Ψ. The Bardeen potentials in the Jordan frame can be calculated fromΦ in the following way [43] :
Assuming the perturbation in the matter sector to be adiabatic in the Jordan frame, one can write
For any quantity q, δq (gi) ≡ δq + q 0 (B − E ), where q 0 denotes the unperturbed quantity. Replacing ρ, p byρ,p in the Eq. (58), and keeping in mind that δF /F = 2κ/3 δϕ, where ϕ(η, x) = ϕ 0 (η) + δϕ(η, x) one obtains
whereρ 0 is the background energy density of the effective fluid. Till the last section this parameter was not represented with the zero subscript but in this section we use this convention to differentiate the background values from their perturbations. The above equation shows that if one has a single component barotropic fluid for which c 2 s = ω in the Jordan frame, the hydrodynamic perturbations produced in the Einstein frame are also adiabatic. In terms of the Hubble parameterH, now represented as a function of the conformal time, the gauge invariant perturbed field equations in the Einstein frame are:
where in the above equations V ,ϕ 0 specifies the derivative of the scalar field potential with respect to ϕ 0 . Multiplying Eq. (60) by c 2 s and subtracting the resultant from Eq. (61) yields:
In the rest frame of the hydrodynamic fluid one can write
and taking it's derivative with respect to η one gets
Using the above equation, the form of Eq. (44) written in conformal time and
which is obtained from the Einstein equations for the background spacetime, in Eq. (62) we obtain the equation for scalar perturbation in the Einstein frame as: 
which is equivalent to the corresponding equation for scalar metric perturbation in Ref. [35] where the authors used the background FRW solution to have a positive curvature. If the curvature term in Ref. [35] is dropped then the equation for the scalar metric perturbation equation matches exactly with the above equation 8 .
8 Actually Eq. (66) is written for the case where the background FRW solution is spatially flat, k = 0. In the general case, where k = 0 the coefficient function multiplyingΦ in Eq. (66) will have an extra piece, −4k, added. From this modified form of Eq. (66) it can be easily verified that it reduces to the corresponding equation for the metric perturbation in Ref. [35] . In Ref. [35] as the authors used positively curved spatial hypersurfaces in FRW spacetime there they used ∇ 2Φ = −n(n + 2)Φ where n is an integer.
If the background hydrodynamic fluid is made up of radiation then Eq. (65) takes a simpler form as
where we have used c 2 s = 1/3. One can also use the background fluid to be dust like and see the evolution of the perturbations across the bounce. Cosmological perturbations in presence of hydrodynamic matter in general predicts that for a dust filled universe the perturbation equations become a second order differential equation in time which is independent of the wave number of the perturbations. This happens, independently of the underlying theory of gravity, because the wave number dependent terms in the perturbation equation come with a factor of c 2 s multiplied to it. In the present case, one may see that the above argument is slightly modified. The form of Eq. (65) predicts that in a dust filled universe the differential equation predicting the evolution of the scalar perturbation becomes a first order differential equation, in time, which is independent of the wave number of the perturbation. From a quantum mechanical point of view this poses a problem because in those cases it is difficult to impose initial conditions on the perturbations and so the general ansatz is to hold c 2 s → 0, not exactly zero, such that some wave number dependence persists in the theory. In the next subsection we will present the numerical evolution of the, classical perturbations, in the Jordan frame for which the sound velocity will be taken arbitrarily small but not exactly zero. The issue of quantization of the perturbations will be dealt in a future publication and we will not discuss about it in this article.
Before leaving the topic of cosmological perturbations in the Einstein frame it is important to note one interesting property about the main evolution equation Eq. (65). The general technique to solve differential equations, like Eq. (65), is to expandΦ(η, x) in the eigenfunction basis of operator ∇ 2 . In such cases the Laplacian operator is replaced by the eigenvalue of the operator. Ultimately one can transform Eq. (65) into a second order differential equation forΦ(η) in which the coefficients ofΦ andΦ will be functions of the form ϕ 0 /ϕ 0 , 1/ϕ 0 or Hϕ 0 /ϕ 0 . In our analysis of the behavior of the scalar field in the Einstein frame, in section 5, it was pointed out that during the bouncing process ϕ 0 always reaches zero at some time and that is the turning point for ϕ 0 . From the form of Eq. (65) it seems that coefficients in the differential equation becomes singular at the value of η when ϕ 0 = 0. But under closer inspection it becomes clear that these singular points are actually regular singular points of the equation. In general if ϕ 0 (η 0 ) = 0 it can be easily seen that
is some function of η, is always nonsingular if ϕ 0 (η 0 ) = 0. One must always have ϕ 0 (η 0 ) = 0 as η 0 is a turning point of ϕ 0 where the rate of change of of ϕ 0 is non zero. These fact implies that there must exist well behaved solutions of the cosmological perturbation evolution equation throughout the bouncing regime.
Numerical evolution of the scalar metric perturbations across the bounce
In this subsection we present the numerical evolution of the growth of the scalar cosmological perturbations in radiation dominated and matter dominated universes whose cosmology is governed by quadratic f (R) gravity during a brief bouncing period centered at η = 0. The results yield plots of Φ and Ψ in the Jordan frame for specific values of the wave number k of the perturbations. To calculate the perturbations in the Jordan frame one has to use the relations, as given in Eq. (57), which connectΦ in the Einstein frame to the corresponding perturbation potentials in the Jordan frame. The relations in Eq. (57) reveals that the Jordan frame perturbation potentials can diverge when F = 0. It is known that F must vanish at one instant during the bouncing period. Mathematically one cannot use the Einstein frame description of the perturbations to track the development of the metric perturbations in the Jordan frame completely. For an asymmetric bounce, when F = 0 at an instant, the Jordan frame potentials will become singular when they are calculated using Eq. (57). The singularity of the Jordan frame metric perturbations at a particular instant of time is purely an artefact of the transformation relations of the perturbations in different conformal frames as given in Eq. (57) and does not represent a real singularity of the perturbations as no such singularity in the evolution of the metric perturbatioñ Φ appears in the Einstein frame. The singularities in the relations in Eq. (57) do not arise for the symmetric bounce cases when the perturbation modes are also symmetric in time in the Einstein frame. In this case F = a =Φ = 0 at η = 0 and one can easily verify that the connecting relations in the perturbations remain well behaved throughout the bouncing phase. For an asymmetric perturbation mode in the case of a symmetric background evolution one can havẽ Φ = 0 at η = 0 and in such a case the discontinuity of the Jordan frame per- turbation potentials can reappear. The above discussion shows that the Einstein frame description of the evolution of the perturbations can be used to study the perturbations in the HD theory as the divergence of the scalar functions in the Jordan frame (if present) are purely local (about an instant). In this subsection we will be presenting the perturbation evolutions for the symmetric bounces as well as the asymmetric bounces for various kinds of hydrodynamic fluid in the Jordan frame. At first we study the symmetric bounce case where the perturbation modes are also symmetric in time. In this case it is better to specify the initial conditions for the numerical evolution of the perturbations at η = 0. In Fig. 10 we show the evolution of the scalar metric perturbations in the Jordan frame where the bounce is triggered by a radiation fluid. The wave number for the perturbation mode, k = 10 −12 , correspond to a superhorizon mode at t = −10 6 . Although the perturbation calculations were done using conformal time we represent the final evolutions of the perturbations in the Jordan frame using the Jordan frame time variable t. To generate the numerical solutions we have assumed that the bounce is symmetric, where for the background evolution φ(0) = −0.15, φ (0) = 0 and for the perturbationsΦ(0) = 10 −8 andΦ (0) = 0 in the Einstein frame. The The corresponding perturbation evolution in the dust dominated bouncing universe is shown in Fig. 11 . In this case also k = 10 −12 , for the perturbation mode, which corresponds to a superhorizon mode in the beginning phase of the bouncing period. To keep the k dependent terms in the perturbation evolution we have used c Planck units. In Figs. 12 and 13 we present the perturbation evolutions for an asymmetric and symmetric radiation induced bounce in quadratic gravity. Here we immediately see that in Fig. 12 there is a sharp jump of the metric perturbations near the bouncing point and one can verify that at that time F (R) = 0. The jumps are shown to be finite in the plots because of limitation of the numerical approach due to which the exact value of F (R) = 0 is never reached. But Fig. 12 shows that except one single point the evolution of the perturbations in the Jordan frame is perfectly well defined for an asymmetric bounce. The background evolution for the asymmetric bounce cases discussed here and henceforth will use the initial conditions as specified in Eq. 50 and the symmetric bounce initial conditions remain the same as discussed before in this subsection. The wave numbers for the modes will we chosen to be k = 10 −12 throughout. The perturbations are seen to be nearly constant in the Jordan frame. Interestingly we do not observe the discontinuities of Φ and Ψ at t = 0 in the symmetric bounce. They should in principle be present as now the initial conditions for the perturbation evolutions do not ensure thatΦ = 0 at η = 0. They remain unobservable because the amplitude of the discontinuous jump at t = 0 for both the perturbation potentials turns out to be much smaller than the original functional values of these variables at t = 0 and consequently they remain hidden and the perturbation potentials look smooth at t = 0 in the Jordan frame. We will show that in the matter induced bounce background one will be able to observe these 1 10 6 500 000 500 000 1 10 6 t 1.5 10 6
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1.5 10 6 t , t discontinuous jumps in Φ even for a symmetric bounce background as there the amplitude of the perturbing potential Φ is itself very small and the amplitude of the "apparent" finite discontinuity does not remain hidden. All the initial conditions set in the Einstein frame do not translate into well behaved constant perturbations in the Jordan frame. Our numerical results show that the results are particularly sensitive to the initial value ofΦ . For large values ofΦ as initial condition one gets the perturbing potentials Φ and Ψ to be very large and the theory does not remain perturbative. This fact is shown in the specimen plots in Figs. 14 and 15 where the values of the perturbing potentials are practically diverging throughout the bouncing regime. The result is not surprising as if one setsΦ = 1 at the initial stage then the perturbation potential Φ in the Einstein frame is steeply increasing with time which may attain a very high value very quickly. The transformed Jordan frame perturbation potentials reflect the unboundedness of the perturbation in the Einstein frame. The plots in Fig. 14 and Figs. 15 and the discussion above shows that the interesting initial conditions, in the Einstein frame, which give rise to physically reliable scalar metric perturbation evolution in the Jordan frame must reject high values of Φ . On the other hand our numerical evolutions show that the results are also dependent on the magnitude ofΦ initially. IfΦ ∼ 1 then the perturbation potentials are approximately near to one, as in Fig. 12 , but may grow as time increases in some other cases. In the perturbative regime of the potential,Φ 1, and its derivativeΦ 1 the growth of Φ and Ψ in the Jordan frame remain well behaved.
The pattern of time evolution of the perturbation potentials for the dust induced bounce is similar to the radiation induced bounce except a couple of points. We had commented earlier that for a matter induced bounce the perturbation evolution equation in the Einstein frame becomes more like a first order differential equation inΦ. For the sake of the quantum mechanical initial conditions it was assumed that for dust matter perturbations it is safe to take c and less sensitive on the other initial condition onΦ . Consequently in this case the perturbation evolution equations do not have large amplitudes as one takes Φ → 1. This fact becomes apparent from the plots presented in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 where in the two plotsΦ remains zero butΦ = 1. In this plots the initial conditions for background evolutions, for the symmetric and asymmetric bounces respectively, remain the same as those used for the radiation induced bounces. The wave number of the perturbation mode is k = 10 −12 .
The other important point regarding the evolution of the perturbations in the matter induced bounce case is related to presence of the discontinuous jump in Φ in the symmetric bounce background. In the radiation induced symmetric bounce backgrounds this jump was not observed because the amplitude of the discontinuity was much less than the numerical value of Φ or Ψ. In the matter induced bounce the amplitude of Φ is much less (compared to the amplitude of Φ in radiation induced bounce) and now the amplitude of the discontinuity shows up. Interestingly in the present case it appears that Ψ is continuous in all the cases. Actually Ψ also has discontinuities at points where F = 0 but the amplitude of the discontinuity is much less than the value of Ψ and consequently the discontinuities remain hidden.
Discussion and Conclusion
As mentioned in the introduction of this article there are several papers on cosmological bounce in the framework of GR and some on HD gravity as well. In the works with HD gravity, mainly the bouncing conditions with various forms of f (R) were discussed. A thorough analysis of the whole bouncing mechanism in f (R) theories did not come into sight of the present authors. More over the previous works on cosmological bounce in f (R) theories were done in the Jordan frame itself where interpretation of the dynamics becomes too complicated because of the HD terms involving the Ricci scalar R. In the present article our attempt has been to understand the bouncing cosmologies in f (R) theories by studying the corresponding cosmological behavior in the Einstein frame where the theory of gravity is guided by general relativity. Although this prescription is not foolproof as the corresponding theory in the Einstein frame can come with a scalar field whose potential is not bounded from below, but still one can safely use the Einstein frame description of the bouncing phenomenon because before the scalar field starts to role over to the infinite negative depth of the potential the HD theory of gravity itself becomes ineffective.
In this article we started with the general bouncing conditions in the Jordan frame and then focussed on FRW spacetimes which have flat spatial hypersurfaces. A very general proof of the sufficient conditions for the possibility of cosmological bounces, in the absence of any hydrodynamic matter, in such kind of spacetimes is presented in subsection 2.2. In this article we have worked out the full Einstein frame formulation of the cosmological bounce. The Jordan frame and Einstein frame relationships for f (R) theories for inflationary cosmologies were known for a long time. But the present case is different because unlike inflationary cosmology, where there is an accelerated expansion of the universe in both the conformally connected frames, here the two frames may show completely different behaviors. We have always assumed that the physical frame is the Jordan frame and so this divergent behaviors do not pose a paradoxical result.
Specifically, the present article deals with the issue of studying bouncing cosmologies in quadratic f (R) theory of gravity where the background FRW line element has zero spatial curvature. The bounces in these cosmologies are interesting because the description of the bouncing phenomena is very different in the Jordan frame and the Einstein frame. If there are cosmological bounces in the Jordan frame there cannot be any analogous bounce in the Einstein frame as shown in subsection 3.2. In the Einstein frame the bouncing regime corresponds to an expanding phase followed by a contracting phase. The change over time from an expanding to a contracting phase depends on the values of the scalar field and its first derivative with respect to the time variable in the Einstein frame. Whereas for a FRW spacetime with non flat spatial hypersurface one may get simultaneous bounces in both the conformally related frames only when the curvature of the spatial hypersurface of the FRW spacetime is positive. In this article we have worked out the explicit nature of the bounces for an universe filled with radiation. From the dynamics of the system in the Einstein frame we could predict about the symmetries of the bouncing phenomenon.
The other important issue discussed in this article is related to the theory of cosmological perturbations in the bouncing universe whose dynamics is guided by a f (R) theory of gravity in the Jordan frame. In this article we have only worked with the scalar sector of the perturbations. Like the background analysis in this case also we first write down the perturbation equations in the Einstein frame, where the analysis becomes relatively simple because the two Bardeen potentials are identical. In this article we derive the main evolution equation for the Bardeen potential in the Einstein frame where the background cosmological evolution takes place in presence of a hydrodynamic fluid and a scalar field. We have assumed that there is only one barotropic fluid in the Jordan frame such that the hydrodynamic perturbations in both the conformally related frames remain adiabatic. The main equation specifying the evolution of the perturbations in the Einstein frame is interesting because from its structure one can see that both the second order time derivative and the Laplacian of the Bardeen potential is multiplied by the square of the speed of sound. Consequently, if the cosmo-logical bounce occurs in presence of dust then the evolution of the perturbation equations turn out to be a first order differential equation in conformal time. The main evolution equation of the perturbations reduces to a previously well known evolution equation of the Bardeen potential in the absence of any hydrodynamic fluid. The only difficulty with the present method is related to the fact that the Einstein frame evolution of the perturbation may not give the complete evolution of the Jordan frame perturbation evolution as the Jordan frame potentials may diverge at one instant of time during the bounce. It was shown that this is an artefact of the transformation relations which connect the scalar perturbation potentials in the two conformal frames. This difficulty does not limit the scope of Einstein frame calculation, of the perturbations, as the divergence of the Jordan frame perturbations is purely a local phenomenon happening at an instant of time and the Jordan frame potentials are well behaved throughout the bouncing regime except at that particular time instant.
The way c [35] , in appropriate limits.
In this article we did not get the scope to discuss the very important issue of tensor perturbations in the bouncing universe model with f (R) gravity. We presented a numerical solution for the scalar perturbations Φ and Ψ in the last section which shows that the perturbations remain practically constant during the bouncing period. The topic of tensor perturbations and quantization of the spacetime fluctuations will be addressed in a future publication.
